
MA160 
In 3 Steps to right and compliant results

Scope 

Sartorius’ almost 30 years proven fully automatic endpoint 
determination for our moisture analyzers enables the  
devices to stop the measurement automatically as soon as  
a constant sample weight is reached. Thus, it is no longer  
necessary to program a shutoff parameter. The new MA160  
even goes one step further. The integrated Method- 
Development-Assistant suggests a suitable temperature  
depending on the characteristics of your sample.
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Executive Summary
The most common reference methods for the determination of 
the moisture content are the determination with the drying 
oven, vacuum oven or a titration procedure. No matter which 
method is used, it is very important to measure the right 
moisture content of each sample material. The biggest disadvan-
tage of all these standard methods is that they are very time-
consuming and sometimes difficult to proceed. Therefore, it is 
hard to measure the moisture content during production as  
you have a time delay of sometimes up to one day until you get 
your results. This you can overcome by using a MA160 rapid 
IR-Moisture Analyzer from Sartorius. To determine the moisture 
content in a standard complying way you have to adjust your 
MA160 method parameters to your standard reference method. 
This can be achieved through the modification of the measuring 
parameters. By doing this, you can be sure to get results 
comparable to your standard method in minimum time.  
The MA160 is the first Moisture Analyzer on the market with  
an included assistant function in order to make it as easy as 
possible to find the parameters giving you comparability to  
your standard method. On the basis of the main characteristics 
of your sample the MA160 supports you to find the right 
method parameters for your sample in just 3 easy steps.

Method development in 3 Steps
k Step 1: interview session
k Step 2: method test
k Step 3: release the new method

Learn more about the new MA160 Moisture Analyzer:
www.sartorius.com/en/moisture-analyzer/ma160/

 interview

run test

evaluation of the result

release of the method
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